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‘Before & after technology’ (2020) at MARS gallery is the presentation of a new body of 
work containing charcoal drawings and sculptural forms generated during the COVID 
lockdown. I have taken the lockdown as an opportunity to simplify my process, choice 
of materials and methodology to produce an unpredictable reflection on my immediate 
natural surroundings. The new series of works began simply with hiking with a portable 
studio (small drawing board, pencil, paper, tape and an eraser) deep into the South West 
Victorian forest and deforested region directly attached to my contagion hideaway ;). 
The final artworks were completed during the installation stage of the exhibition, where 
I inscribed text between the images with burnt tree limbs and gathered their charred 
remains in a found vessel. The works reveal a clear separation between growth and decline, 
depiction and depicted with no predetermined meaning.

The new artworks are the demonstration of direct representation coupled with the physical 
immersion in nature with a revitalised practice void of digital technology. I chose simplistic 
ingredients in the desire to minimise or even eradicate toxic materials and digitalityness ;), 
especially when the underlying environmental themes rely on an authentic appreciation of 
the natural. The decision to situate myself far from screen technologies during the making 
of these works presented me with a position to engage with the implications of broader 
technological advancements on the Victorian landscape. The in-situ drawing experience 
within old growth forest and recently deforested regions has uncovered a first hand account 
of the consequences of industrialisation. The process affirmed the obvious consequences of 
technology as it advances to the precipice of its demise, as an inconsequential short-term 
loss for nature’s long-term gain.

-Simon Finn



SIMON FINN | CONTRARY FORCES  

Simon Finn’s practice has always oscillated between zones of sheer beauty and utter entropy. For 
a time, the ocean was a central motif. An avid deep-sea diver, he would use a conglomeration of 
drawing, sculpture and animation to capture the sublime beauty of the waves. But alongside the 
beauty of the tides came the sheer physical brutality of their power and, as sea levels rise, Finn 
would depict the destructive forces that inevitably accompany that sublime potency.

A draughtsman par excellence, Finn has recently settled in a remote corner of Victoria’s majestic 
Otway ranges, a vast swathe of temperate rainforests, majestic waterfalls and rugged coastlines 
and his pencil has drawn him into the spectacular labyrinth and the cathedral-like naves of the 
Otway’s forests. In his ‘Trees’ works the byzantine complexities of mother nature rule supreme. 
Each limb and each leaf bustle over the picture-plane. Sans colour, one immediately senses the 
dark greens and dark ochres of the landscape and practically smell the heady scent of eucalypt in 
the air.

But, as with his ocean works, there is always a Yin to Finn’s Yang, for in an accompanying body 
of work the once majestically vertical arbour has been reduced to a denuded wasteland, a silent 
graveyard. The Otway’s were once home to some of the largest hardwood trees on the planet. 
However, much of the original forest on the higher parts of the range have been cleared and 
replaced with cleared farmland and pine plantations. Most of the remaining native forest has been 
subjected to logging at some stage. As is humanities’ wont, the cathedral has been made into a 
crypt, and where lyre-birds once sang, an eerie silence exudes from these works.

Finn eschews making grand environmental proclamations. “My studio practice generates artworks 
that are an exploration of temporal representations and the variable syntheses between artist, 
environment and technology,” he says. “The works investigate the boundaries of sight, experience 
and scientific visualisation by de-centring the human in networks of artistic production.”

However. the works speak for themselves and Finn’s sheer skill resonates with an all too rare 
passion and poignancy. Writing on Finn’s earlier work, fellow artist Bernhard Sachs commented 
that: “The tone of Finn’s dark world is catastrophic, fixated on entropy and images of demise, 
of the watchtower, the alarm, and the vengeance of the infinite — the tsunami, the flood, of an 
antagonistic Nature carrying everything before it. The persistent content is one of the optics of 
emergency.”

However, Finn’s trees, at least when still vertical, suggest the other extreme; a sublime tranquillity 
that exudes at least some sense of hope.

Finn’s recent group exhibitions include ‘Vertigo,’ Galeri Soemardja, Indonesia, the Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Taiwan and POSCO Art Museum, South Korea, 2014; ‘Surge’ at Plymouth 
College of Art, England, 2014 and ‘Down to the Line,’ Bett Gallery, Tasmania 2013. He was a finalist 
in the Linden Art Prize, 2014; Substation Art Prize, 2013; Paul Guest Drawing Prize, 2012; Dobell 
Drawing Prize, Art Gallery of New South Wales, 2011and winner of the NotFair Howard Arkley Award 
and the Kedumba Drawing Award, 2012.

- Dr. Ashley Crawford



Clear 1
2020
Charcoal on paper 
35 x 50 cm 



Clear 2
2020
Charcoal on paper 
35 x 50 cm 



Clear 3 
2020
Charcoal on paper 
35 x 50 cm  



Present 1 
2020
Charcoal on paper 
35 x 50 cm 



Present 2 
2020
Charcoal on paper 
35 x 50 cm 



Precision 
2020
Charcoal on paper 
35 x 100 cm 



Retribution 
2020
Charcoal on paper 
35 x 100 cm 



Unreasonable 
2020
Charcoal on paper 
35 x 100 cm 



Found Object 
2020
Wood 
60 x 65 x 48 cm 
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